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“The customer used to have to replace tubes
every four years, but this will no longer be
necessary for the next seventeen years,” explains
Ron Julio, Customer Relations Manager at
Technische Unie Haarlem. “This creates pure
profit, especially considering that the factory
spaces are 8 metres high – it saves a lot of time
and effort for the staff. And that’s just one of the
major benefits of the new LED lighting.”

The perfect moment
This is confirmed by Dick Verhoef, Facility Manager
at Verhoef and nephew of the founder. He turned to
Technische Unie to make his plans a reality. Whereas
Julio normally makes a decision on a lighting solution
through a calculation of the pay-back period, Verhoef
already had a complete picture. They decided on the
MASTER LEDtube. “It was time to replace the existing
fluorescent lighting again, so it was the perfect
moment to change over to a more energy-efficient
and maintenance-free alternative,” explains Verhoef.
“After comparing the various suppliers, the MASTER
LEDtube from Philips came out as the best.
And during extensive testing in the factory, we saw
that what Philips promised on paper was also
realised in practice.”

Energy savings
of 60%
Dick Verhoef
Facilities Manager at Verhoef Access Technology
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With its high factory halls, Verhoef Access Technology
has made the right choice with the MASTER LEDtube.
Because, in addition to the considerable energy savings,
Verhoef also benefits from the long life of this LED lighting
solution. After all, no one has to climb up scaffolding for
the next seventeen years.”
Ron Julio
Customer Relations Manager of Technische Unie, Haarlem

No light hindrance
Verhoef Access Technology, based in Aalsmeerderbrug, North Holland, is a worldwide manufacturer
of lifeboats and access installations on gangways for
boats. Every product that leaves the factory meets
the highest international standards for quality and
safety. In a production process where sanding has
to be carried out on the slanted walls of ships, and
workers therefore also have to work at heights, it is
important that they are not hindered by the lighting.
As Verhoef states: “During the test we quickly saw that
the light from the MASTER LEDtube did not cause
any hindrance. The uniform warm light provided a
pleasant work environment.”

Uniform
warm light,
without glare
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Enormous savings
In total, around 2,100 units of the MASTER LEDtube
were installed in the factory halls. This was made up
of 1,700 units with a wattage of 31 W, and 400 units
with 20 W. The capacitors were therefore removed
from the existing fittings, which yielded extra energy
savings. “In combination with the low replacement
costs, this helped us realise savings of 60%,” states
Dick Verhoef, “whereby this investment has already
been recovered in just 1 and a half years.” According
to Ron Julio, many companies also benefit from the
lower heat emissions from the LED bulbs.

“Fluorescent tubes give off a great deal of heat,
as a result of which extra cooling or ventilation is
required, especially in the summer. This is no longer
necessary. So this fact can also result in cost savings.”
In providing advice on light solutions to its customers,
Technische Unie is of course brand independent.
When fluorescent lighting is replaced by LED lighting,
this is a little different. “In this case, the MASTER
LEDtube is the obvious choice. Many companies
have already benefited from this, and Verhoef is a
fine example.”
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